The article is dedicated to the experiments and tests on the phenomena of precipitation and dissolution of alloy iron carbides in vacuum carburization processes. Special attention has been paid to the possibility of using artificial neural networks to predict the speed of the processes examined. In the section below, we are presenting the precipitation phenomena taking place in vacuum carburization processes and the experiments that were conducted. Moreover, a qualitative and metallographic analysis of carbide phenomena was described together with the method of numerical modelling and predicting the processes with the use of artificial neural networks.
Introduction
Rapid technical progress of civilization makes devising new technologies a multi-faceted issue. Nowadays, machine and software designers focus on simultaneously selecting construction characteristics and elements of machines, specifying their technological processing, optimal software and the most suitable materials. As a result it is possible to cater to human needs in the best of ways and at the lowest cost. New possibilities for designing machines and devices are offered by tools which support designer work, including those using artificial intelligence. The advantages and efficiency of those tools make them increasingly popular in this field [1] [2] [3] [4] .
This article gives an account of the research on an instrument for simulating vacuum carburizing of steel. Carburization itself is well-researched. However, research on the concomitant carbide forming processes, common for this type of processing, is not satisfactory.
Mathematical models of the phenomena of precipitation and dissolution of alloy carbides in austenite are difficult to build due to the complexity of the processes described above. Artificial neural networks do not require any mathematical and physical equations, because during the learning process, based on empirical cases, they formulate the relations between phenomenon parameters independently, and thereby they are considered a proper tool in modeling the problem discussed [5] [6] [7] [8] . A correctly built network can map even very complex functions and is easy to use (in practice, it builds the necessary model according to the examples presented) [9] . It is highly probable that such a network can be used wherever there are problems connected with working out mathematical models, which provides an opportunity to construct models for barely known and examined phenomena and processes.
The use of neural networking has made it possible to skip the stage of creating a mathematical and physical model of the phenomenon (for which there is no account of exact mathematical relations to be found in literature) and directly pass on to the stage of simulating the material properties on the basis of carburization parameters.
The following subchapters briefly deal with the essence and purposes of vacuum carburization, the research on possible neural network uses and the architecture of a given neural network which is an actual application of the design.
Vacuum carburizing experiments
Vacuum carburizing is one of the thermochemical processing methods [10, 11] . Carburization consists in saturating steel with carbon at high temperatures. As a result, an appropriate carbon concentration profile is formed in the surface layer. Normally, it consists of the saturation stageduring which atmospheric carbon is applied to a steel surface, and the diffusion stage -during which the carbon from the steel surface is distributed inside the steel element. The course of the process depends on the treated element (material type, dimensions, condition of the surface), the type and flow of the carbonizing atmosphere, the process temperature and pressure, as well as the duration of the saturation and diffusion stages. The purpose of carburizing is to impart certain mechanical, physical and chemical properties to steal, optimal for a given application. On the surface of the machine a protective layer is formed that is resistant to abrasive wear and contact fatigue, while preserving the necessary core ductility [12] .
The main objective of material experiments was to observe successive stages of carbides forming and dissolving in the material in order to be able to work out, based on them, a set of training data for an artificial neural network. The material and thermal processing was described in the part I of this article as well as material research analysis.
Numerical analysis
The main aim of the material experiments was to examine the precipitation phenomena and design a set of training data for an artificial neural network. The most important task of a neural network was prediction, i.e. forecasting results for the data included in the problem domain, but outside the set of learning cases.
Based on the observations of the phenomenon and empirical data obtained during material experiments, a system of MLP-type neural networks (multi-layer one-direction sigmoid networks) was worked out [13] [14] [15] . The networks were taught with the use of the BFGS method (Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno method) until satisfactory results were reached. The characteristics of predictions for selected input parameters (distance from surface, boost segment time and diffusion segment time) were presented below ( Fig. 1-Fig. 4 ). The graphs show the relation of a given output datum as a function of two selected parameters. It was assumed that all the remaining parameters, which are not included in the graph, had a constant value that was equal to the average value of learning cases. White spots were the network's responses to signals from learning sets. The biggest number of carbides are present near the surface of the material (< 10 µm), and their quantity decreases with distance from the surface. The shorter the boost segment, the smaller the thickness of carbides layer (Fig, 1, Fig. 2 ).
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Fig. 4. Prediction of carbon concentration in the material (diagram showing relations of carbon concentration to distance from the surface and diffusion segment duration)
Carbon concentration in the material grows proportionally to the time of the boost segment. The highest concentration of carbon is present close to the surface and drops with the increase of distance from the surface. Moreover, in the case of short boost times (200-300 s), carbon profile is characterized by high steepness, which is reduced with the increase of boost time. In the graphs (Fig. 3) , variable x has a similar influence as in the figure (Fig. 4) . It needs to be noted that short diffusion time means carbon accumulation in the subsurface layer of the material. Lengthening of the diffusion segment enables carbon transport deeper in the element.
Based on the qualitative assessments, we may say that a system of neural networks mapped the actual relations correctly. In the table (Tab. 1), the quality coefficient of the networks system is presented in relation to individual predicted values. In the table (Tab. 2), example answers provided by the neural network specifying carbon concentration in the material are gathered. 
Discussion
The figures ( Fig. 1 -Fig. 4 ) clearly show the role of the boost and diffusion segments in the vacuum carburization process. The boost segment is in charge of carbon supply to the sample's surface, whereas the diffusion segment enables carbon transport deep in the material. A long boost stage and a short diffusion stage cause carbon accumulation (after exceeding the concentration threshold for carbon, carbide cluster precipitation occurs). A short boost stage and a long diffusion stage cause lowering and extension of the whole carbon profile. Prolongation of the diffusion stage, while keeping the same boost stage duration, causes extension of the carburized layer thickness (and simultaneously, a fall in carbon concentration on the surface). The observations are convergent with conclusions of other researches [16] [17] [18] [19] .
A system of artificial neural networks was used to model the described phenomena, although it was possible to solve this problem with a single neural network only. It needs to be explained that each properly trained network is able to correctly predict output variable values, but with the application of a single network, one output is preferred and the remaining may bring less accurate data. A system response of several networks for a single output will probably be not as precise as a specific network, but generally, it will predict all variables encumbered with less significant aggregate error.
Conclusions
The devised neural network correctly simulates the real relations and can be applied for the design of the vacuum carburizing treatment processes. The phenomenon of carbide formation and dissolution can also be simulated with an appropriate neural network, thus skipping the creation of a mathematical and physical standard. Unfortunately, when creating a precise simulator, it is necessary to carry out numerous experimental processes. Metallographic analysis is also time consuming and expensive. However, it should be stressed that this is a one-time effort.
The use of computer vacuum carburizing treatment simulators enables the design and optimization of industrial processes without actual technological trials. In practice, it means a reduction in the duration and cost of the treatment during mass production.
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